
THE 7 CRITICAL HIRING
TRENDS IMPACTING
YOUR MEDICAL SALES
JOB SEARCH IN 2023



Following 2022’s “Great Resignation” many candidates have
had an opportunity to think more carefully about what they
really want from their employers. Now is the perfect time to
start seeking out roles that reflect your values, priorities, and
preferences. 

Job postings in the UK are currently 42% above pre-pandemic
levels, meaning talented professionals have no shortage of
options to choose from. Additionally, even in a time of
economic uncertainty and recessions, 72% of employers are
expecting to hire new staff, with only 13% saying they’re
planning on making team members redundant any time
soon. 

While a candidate-focused market is excellent news for
today’s medical sales employees it’s not without its
challenges. In a time when you’re likely to be receiving
multiple job offers from different companies, it’s important to
get a clear idea of what you really want from your career. 

Understanding which hiring trends are likely to influence
your job search, and your eventual decision of who to work
with will be crucial going into 2023. 

Therefore, here at Advance Recruitment, we’re listing some of
the top critical hiring trends to be aware of in 2023. 

Thanks,
The Team at Advance Recruitment
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Candidates in the medical sales space have
more power today than ever before. Not
only do you have a wider selection of job
opportunities to choose from in a skill-short
marketplace, but you can also experiment
with a range of working styles, from hybrid
to remote employment. 

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/06/the-great-resignation-is-not-over/
https://www.hiringlab.org/2022/11/16/indeed-glassdoor-hiring-and-workplace-trends-report-2023/
https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/talent-acquisition/pages/employers-react-confusing-labor-market-layoffs-retention-plans.aspx
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As skill shortages in the medical sales industry continue to make
hiring the right talent more complicated for business leaders,
today’s candidates will have a host of opportunities to choose from.
Unfortunately, choosing the right position to enhance your career
and drive you towards your professional goals can be easier said
than done. 

Specialist Recruitment Partners Can
Transform Your Medical Sales Career

A professional medical sales recruitment company could be the most important help you
access to ensure you’re moving in the right direction. Recruiting specialists not only
understand the job market in your industry, but also work with you to gain a deeper
understanding of your values, priorities, skills, and expectations. This means they can help you
to pursue the right roles for your unique needs. 
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Recruitment companies can assist you in finding
suitable roles according to your ethics, skills, and
characteristics. What’s more, they can also give
you guidance when you’re dealing with multiple
job offers from a host of different business
leaders. 

A specialist recruitment team will be able to
listen and understand which parts of different
job offers are likely to be deal breakers for you.
They can help you to avoid accepting less
appealing roles simply because you might be
able to access a hiring bonus and assist you in
focusing on the benefits and opportunities that
really matter to you long-term.

They can also improve your chances of job offers from companies you’ve already assessed and
felt a connection to. 

Companies like Advance Recruitment can place you in the talent pipelines of leading brands,
to ensure you’re always the first person a company calls when a position becomes available. 

If you haven’t considered working with a recruitment partner up until now, this could be the
perfect time to change your strategy. Your recruitment partner will give you all the guidance
you need to seek out the roles most likely to drive high levels of job satisfaction.

http://www.advancerecruitent.net/


As companies struggle to find the talent, they need close to
home, they’re focusing on offering more flexible working
strategies as a way of attracting a broader selection of
candidates. This means you no longer need to be located in
the same country or town as your chosen employer.

As a medical sales specialist, you should have more
opportunities to find the ideal position for your needs,
among employers from a wide range of different
landscapes. However, it’s worth remembering not every
business will be able to offer hybrid and remote work. 

Not every position will be automatically suited to a remote
working strategy. If you’re working in a position that
requires your presence “in-house” you may need to be
willing to work with your employer on other ways of
embedding flexibility into your routine.
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Flexible Working Opportunities Will
Continue to Evolve
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Many medical sales candidates have found themselves looking for
more flexible working opportunities in recent years. According to
studies, the number of job descriptions offering remote and hybrid
work options has increased by 274% since the beginning of the
pandemic. The number of people searching for “remote work” has
risen by a massive 674%!

For instance, a recent Korn Ferry survey found 76% of professionals would prefer their work
weeks to shift to less traditional hours. You may be able to ask your employer for the
opportunity to work a four-day workweek, instead of a traditional 9-to-5 shift. 

Alternatively, you could speak to your employer about opportunities for “work-life integration”.
This involves giving you more flexibility to take breaks from work and input more hours later,
so you can pick your kids up from school, attend appointments, and so on. 

If flexible working opportunities are high on your list of employment demands, making sure
you’re ready to negotiate your options will be essential.

https://www.hiringlab.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/Indeed-Glassdoor-Workplace-Trends-Report-.pdf?isid=hiringlab_us&ikw=hiringlab_us_2022%2F11%2F16%2Findeed-glassdoor-hiring-and-workplace-trends-report-2023%2F_textlink_https%3A%2F%2Fwww.hiringlab.org%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2022%2F11%2FIndeed-Glassdoor-Workplace-Trends-Report-.pdf
https://www.kornferry.com/content/dam/kornferry-v2/featured-topics/pdf/Paper-RPO-TA-trends-2023.pdf
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One particularly good piece of news for medical sales candidates, is
you may be able to expect higher salaries from your employer in
the years to come. As a result of the cost-of-living crisis and an
impending recession, many business leaders know they now need
to offer higher remuneration to top talent.

Salaries and Benefits Are Transforming

Over the last 12 months, professionals in tight labour
markets have been increasingly accessing substantial
wage gains. However, it’s worth remembering that it’s
unlikely many employers will be able to continue offering
wage hikes forever. 

Rather than focusing entirely on the salary you can
access from your intended employer, it may be worth
looking at the benefits they provide too. A great benefits
package can make a lower-paying job more appealing,
by providing access to greater work/life balance and
well-being. 

For instance, many business leaders are beginning to
focus on benefits that support employees in feeling more
supported at work. After all, 90% of employees now
believe how they feel at work is important to their overall
quality of life. 

Look for perks that demonstrate a commitment to
employee well-being and happiness, such as increased
paid time off, healthcare support, and access to mental
health support. Some business leaders in the medical
sales landscape can also help with things like childcare,
so you can worry less about fitting your work life around
your personal routine. 

If your employer is willing to work with you to avoid
burnout, improve your overall wellness, and make your
life easier, the chances are they’ll deliver a higher level of
job satisfaction. 
.

https://www.indeed.com/employers/work-happiness
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Around 61% of today’s employees are worried they
may not have the skills they need to thrive in their
careers within the next five years. If you belong to
this group, now might be a good time to start
looking for new educational and training
opportunities. 

Look at some of the latest job descriptions posted
for roles you’re interested in and find out if there
are any gaps between your current skills and the
demands on workers. Your recruitment
professional should be able to give you some useful
advice on where to focus your education. 

Companies Continue to Upskill and
Reskill Workers

While the demand for medical sales talent is increasing at an
incredible pace, we’ve found many of our candidates are concerned
about the skills they’re taking with them into new roles. The
industry is changing at a rapid pace, as a result of digital
transformation. Many candidates are concerned they may not have
the training required to exist in a tech-focused landscape.
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of employees are
worried they don't have
the right skills to thrive

61%

Notably, you can also look for employers offering a higher level of on-the-job training. Many
business leaders are recognising the need to upskill, reskill, and even mentor professionals as
they continue to move through new positions in the medical sales space.

When searching for the right employment opportunity, you can focus your attention on
finding employers willing to invest in your future development and ongoing training. Once
again, your recruitment partner will be able to assist with this process, providing insights into
which employers offer the best training opportunities on the job. 

Just remember, you will need to commit to consistently seeking out and completing
educational opportunities whenever they’re available, so you can show your value to your
employer.
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74% of today’s employees say corporate investment in equity, inclusion, and diversity is either
very or somewhat important in their decision of where to work. As employers become more
aware of this fact, they will continue to invest in ways of making every team member feel
“included”. 

Already, many leading employers are turning to recruitment partners like us for help building a
more inclusive recruitment process. They know that businesses with ethically and gender-
diverse teams can outperform their peers by up to 36%, and they’re ready to evolve. 

For candidates, focusing on finding an employer with a strong DEI strategy can ensure you
access the right company culture in your future career. You’ll be able to share ideas with a
wide range of people, and engage with different perspectives when looking for ways to thrive
in your role. 

Ensure the specialist recruiter you work with understands the diversity, equity, and inclusion
efforts shown by the clients they work with before you progress with your application. 
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Employers Become More Diverse,
Equitable, and Inclusive

While focus on DEI initiatives began to drop slightly during 2022,
most experts agree that employers will reignite their focus on
diversity, equity, and inclusion in 2023. After all, today’s medical
sales leaders want to attract the next generation of talent. For Gen
Z and younger workers, DEI initiatives are an important factor in
determining where to work.

https://www.grantthornton.co.uk/insights/what-would-a-recession-bring-for-recruitment-companies/
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/diversity-and-inclusion/diversity-wins-how-inclusion-matters
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Some key points to look out for include:
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Employers Become More Diverse,
Equitable, and Inclusive

Inclusive job ads: Job descriptions should avoid any
discriminatory language, like “young go-getter”, or
anything which suggests a desire for a specific
cultural group. 

1

Various recruitment strategies: The most diverse
employers seek out talent from a range of
environments, including social media, referrals, and
college graduates. 

2

Internal inclusion programs: Look for evidence your
employer will find ways to promote inclusive work,
such as mentorship programs. 

3

Excellent manager training: Good employers should
consistently invest in training their managers to
minimise unconscious bias. 

3
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Around 83% of employers now say employer
branding makes a significant difference to their
ability to attract and retain talent. As such, you’re
likely to see a higher number of companies
focusing on finding ways to highlight their unique
brand. 

Look out for evidence of strong branding on job
descriptions, websites, and content produced by
internal employees from the team you’re thinking
of working with. Focus on finding employers with a
brand which concentrates heavily on employee
wellbeing and support. 

As a leading medical sales recruitment partner, part of our role is
promoting our clients to candidates, highlighting their unique
brand and culture. The chances are the employer branding
connected to each company will have a huge impact on who you
decide to work with. 

Employer Brands will Influence Your
Decisions
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of employers say
employer branding
makes a significant
difference in their

ability to attract talent

83%

During an age of “quiet quitting” and growing burnout, employees will thrive best in
environments where their leadership teams take their wellbeing seriously. If your potential
employer frequently invests in supporting their team members, overcoming issues of burnout,
and protecting their team’s physical and mental health, this is a good sign. 

As mentioned previously, we’re in a skill-short market, which means you have a range of
options available to you when it comes to choosing the right environment to work in. Look for
an employer who can invest in your ability to thrive and survive in the medical sales space. 

https://www.talentlyft.com/en/resources/what-is-employer-brand


Increasingly, candidates like yourself are going into interviews with more questions to ask your
potential employer about what you can expect in terms of culture, work/life balance and
inclusion. Be ready to interview each hiring manager to ensure you’re choosing the roles that
work for you. 

As you progress through the hiring journey, make sure you pay attention to how heavily your
medical sales employer focuses on candidate care. Do they offer a range of flexible
interviewing options to suit you, including online and virtual interviews? Are they committed
to keeping you informed every step of the way with transparent communication?

How does your potential employer assist you in visualising a future with their company? Are
they committed to helping you progress through promotions and training?

It may also be worth reconsidering some of the previous employers you’ve worked with in the
past after they make the commitment to improve their candidate care and recruitment
strategies. Many medical sales staff members today are “boomerang” candidates, who leave a
role in search of something better, then find themselves returning to the same employer. 

Making sure you end any relationships with previous employers on a positive note should
ensure you have the option to return to a previous workplace if your career path leads you in
that direction. 
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Part of finding an empathetic, caring, and supportive employer
in 2023, is looking at each company’s approach to candidate
care. Today’s business leaders are rapidly learning that if they
want to engage, and retain top talent, they need a strong
strategy for building relationships with candidates. 

Don’t Underestimate Candidate Care



The recruitment landscape for medical sales
employees may be challenging, but it’s also
brimming with opportunities. As companies
continue to invest in growth and talent
acquisition, you’re sure to have plenty of
options when it comes to choosing where
to work. 

2023 will see a continuation of an
unpredictable recruitment landscape,
where skill shortages reign, and employers
need to work harder to find the talent they
need. 

This year, employees will need to think more
carefully about how they can choose the
best opportunities to suit their career goals
and vision. 

Specialist recruiters will offer valuable
assistance to candidates who need help
sorting through their options, and achieving
their professional targets. 

It’s an interesting time for all of us. Make
sure you’re prepared. 

Good Luck!
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The REC is the voice of the recruitment industry, speaking up for great
recruiters.

About Advance Recruitment

Advance Recruitment is a specialist medtech recruitment agency with a focus on filling commercial
positions such as management, sales, marketing and clinical training. 

Founded in 1997, we are the longest established recruitment agency in our sector. 

Based in Manchester, our in depth knowledge of the medtech sector allows us to help our clients attract
the brightest talent and enables our candidates to build exciting and fulfilling careers. 

We work with everyone from large, blue-chip multinational companies to SMEs and start up
organisations.

Memberships

It drive standards and empowers recruitment businesses to build better futures for their candidates and
themselves. They are champions of an industry which is fundamental to the strength of the UK economy.

REC members are recognised for their professionalism and the value they provide to clients and
candidates. If a recruitment agency displays the REC logo, it's a sign of quality. It demonstrates that they
have passed the REC Compliance Test and adhere to their Code of Professional Practice.

Advance Recruitment's values are aligned to that of the REC and you are guaranteed a high standard of
ethical conduct and professional behaviour.

Next Steps

Follow our company page
Karen McCurdy - Director
Dave Johnson - Director
Liv Riley-Joyce - Business Manager
Clare Brennan - Resourcer
Jasmin Williams - Talent Partner

Facebook
Twitter
Instagram

Connect with us on LinkedIn:

Follow us on:

If you are looking to make your next move in medical sales, please do not hesitate to give us a call.

Call: 0161 969 9700

Email: info@advancerecruitment.net

https://www.linkedin.com/company/advance-recruitment
https://www.linkedin.com/in/karenmccurdy-advance-recruitment/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dave-johnson-advance-recruitment-1b4a4211/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/liv-riley-joyce-medical-device-recruitment-expert-87379871/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/clarelbrennan/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jasminimogenwilliams/
https://www.facebook.com/MedicalSalesJob/
https://twitter.com/medicalsalesjob
https://www.instagram.com/advancerecruitment/
http://advancerecruitment.net/


Karen and Advance Recruitment have always been a top
choice for me when looking for my next role, their
communication and personable approach is what attracts
me to use their services.

I was looking for a role where I would fit in well with the
company values and ways of working, Karen was great at
reacting to my needs by advising on suitable opportunities
that would be best for my career ambitions.

The benefits from using Advance Recruitment is their
honesty and positive relationships in the medical devices
sector that would help me take the next senior role in my
career.

After a negative experience in a previous role, Karen was
instrumental in finding a position where I can take greater
ownership and be part of a healthy work culture in very
quick time.

There are many medical device recruiters in the market and
for me Advance Recruitment stand out purely on how they
manage and keep their candidates updated! Most of all they
have the industry relationships to get the next role you’re
ready for! - Farkan

TESTIMONIALS

Liv has been instrumental in helping me transition from
a management role as a Nurse, into my current role as a
Business Development Manager for a medical devices
company.

I would recommend Liv to any Nurse out there who
wants a change in career path and feels they need that
first step on the ladder. I can’t thank Liv enough.
Amazing Lady! - Kenny



I started dealing with Advance probably 10 years ago, and
they have helped me enormously throughout my journey.
Always enjoyed speaking with Dave, Liv and Karen. Had
excellent support and advice throughout, and always felt
Advance were looking out for my interests, not just to get a
sale.

 have countless examples of Advance going the extra mile,
but most recently the help in preparing for a NSM role. Both
Liv and Karen were always on hand, late in evenings and
early mornings to provide the support needed. Many texts,
phone calls, presentation reviews to ensure I had the best
possible chance of succeeding. I owe a lot to both Liv and
Karen in particular, and thank them both for their ongoing
support.

I am 100% willing to recommend to colleagues and they are
the first people I recommend to anyone who mentions
medical recruitment - Andy

TESTIMONIALS

I first came across Karen from Advance Recruitment
some years ago when I was building a sales team, but
since that time she has remained in touch and has shown
interest in my own personal career journey. Therefore,
when approached to consider a new position, my prior
knowledge and relationship with her were the key factors
in me investing the time to listen to her. Karen truly
understood my drivers and only put opportunities
forward that matched these, thus finding me an exciting
new role that I didn’t even know I was looking for! 

Karen takes a personal interest without being intrusive,
she also takes a very honest and direct feedback
approach which is much appreciated from a recruitment
partner - Shona


